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Abstract. This paper investigates the negative effects of soft assertion
on the accuracy of Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SBFL). Soft as-
sertion is a kind of test assertion which continues test case execution even
after an assertion failure occurs. In general, the execution path becomes
longer if the test case fails by a soft assertion. Hence, soft assertion will
decrease the accuracy of SBFL which leverages the execution path of
failed tests. In this study, we call the change of execution path due to
soft assertion as path pollution. Our experimental results show that soft
assertion actually reduces the accuracy of SBFL in 35% of faults.
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1 Introduction

Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SBFL) has been frequently studied as one of
the techniques to support debugging [7] [12] [13]. SBFL automatically identifies
suspicious locations of faults in a source code based on the execution path of test
cases. The fundamental idea of SBFL is that the program elements covered by
many failed test cases are more likely to be faulty, and those covered by many
successful test cases are less likely to be faulty. SBFL has the advantage of high
availability, since it uses only automatically measurable information. SBFL is
expected to be used not only as supplementary information for debugging [5],
but also as pre-processing for automatic debugging [9], and automatic program
repair [4] [8].

The accuracy of SBFL is affected by various factors, such as the number of
faults [14], the structure of test cases [2] [10], and the structure of the source
code [11]. This study focus on soft assertion as one of these factors. In many
test frameworks, a test case is immediately aborted and marked as failed when
an assertion failure occurs. In contrast, with soft assertion, test case execution
continues even if an assertion failure occurs. Therefore, the success or failure
of all assertions can be checked at once in a single test execution. The most
appropriate scenario for soft assertion is when each assertion in a single test
case is independent. In such a scenario, soft assertion enables us to understand
whether only one assertion has failed, or if all the other assertions have also
failed.



It is clear that the use of soft assertion affects the accuracy of SBFL because
soft assertion surely changes execution path of failed tests. More specifically, soft
assertion will have negative effects on the accuracy of SBFL, since failed tests
become to execute more program statements. This paper introduces a concept
path pollution that represents the increase of coverage of failed tests caused by
soft assertion. Basically, a buggy statement is already executed when an assertion
failure occurs. Therefore, the rest of program statements should not be executed
to accurately locate the buggy statements.

In this study, we investigate the effects of soft assertion on the accuracy of
SBFL. As a preliminary investigation, we study on the following two questions.
“RQ1: What libraries support soft assertion?” and “RQ2: How much is soft as-
sertion used?”. It is considered that the decrease in SBFL accuracy occurs in
many projects if soft assertion is frequently used in test code of real projects.
Therefore, how much soft assertion is used in real projects will become impor-
tant information when considering the effects of soft assertion on SBFL. As a
result of the preliminary investigation, we find that soft assertion is supported
by many libraries and frameworks. We also find that 132 out of 1,000 projects
are using one or more soft assertions.

Based on the results of the preliminary investigation, we study on the main
question: “RQ3: Does soft assertion decrease the accuracy?” We compared the
SBFL accuracy using a typical assertion and soft assertion by rewriting assert
statements in the test code of a bug dataset. As a result of the comparison, a
decrease in accuracy is observed in 35% of the faults.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Spectrum-based Fault Localization

Spectrum-based Fault Localization is one of the automated fault localization
techniques using tests [7] [12] [13]. In SBFL, the statements executed by test
cases are regarded as a spectrum, and the tendency of the spectrum is used to
estimate the fault locations. The fundamental idea of SBFL is that the state-
ments executed by many failed test cases are more likely to be faulty, and those
executed by many successful test cases are less likely to be faulty.

Here, we explain the specific method of identifying fault locations in SBFL.
First, execute all test cases and record the success or failure of each test case and
its execution path (spectrum). Next, use the spectrum to calculate a suspicion
value for each statement. There are several formulas for calculating suspicion
value [3]. Here, we explain the formula called Ochiai [1]. Let totalFails be the
total number of failed test cases, s be a statement, fail(s) be the number of
failed test cases that execute s, and pass(s) be the number of successful test
cases that execute s. Then, the suspicion value is calculated by the following
formula.

susp(s) =
fail(s)√

totalFails× (fail(s) + pass(s))



The susp(s) is calculated for all s, and the higher the value, the more likely
that s is faulty. Therefore, what is important is the relative height of susp(s)
compared to other statements, rather than the absolute value of susp(s) itself.
When discussing the accuracy of SBFL, it is common practice to use a relative
indicator of how the faulty statement is ranked in the list of susp(s).

Note that in the calculation of suspicion values, the spectrum of failed test
cases is the most important element. This is because the spectrum of failed tests
provides strong clues to the fault location, by showing which statements the
failed tests executed and which they did not.

2.2 Soft Assertion

The test case is immediately aborted if a single assertion fails in almost all test
frameworks, such as JUnit for Java and unittest for Python. In contrast, a soft
assertion continues executing a test case even if an assertion fails. In this paper
we call the normal assertion as hard assertion, as opposed to soft assertion.

One advantage of soft assertion is that all assertion results can be displayed in
a single test execution. Soft assertion is suitable when there are no dependencies
between assertion statements, such as checking all fields of a simple Bean class.
With hard assertion, it is impossible to distinguish whether only one assertion
has failed or whether all the other assertions have also failed. With soft assertion,
however, the results of all the assertions can be checked at once.

Soft assertion has a strong meaning for failed test cases, similar to SBFL
as mentioned in Section 2.1. The behavior is the same for both hard and soft
assertion when a test case succeeds, and only when a test case fails, the execution
path changes. Therefore, soft assertion is considered to alter SBFL results.

3 Motivating Example

The use of soft assertion may decrease the accuracy of Spectrum-based Fault
Localization. This is because the coverage of failed tests increases with soft
assertion. When the coverage of failed tests increases, many statements unrelated
to the fault are included in the execution path. We call the inclusion as path
pollution in this paper.

Fig. 1 shows an code example where SBFL accuracy decreases due to soft
assertion. The example consists of a User class (Fig. 1a) representing a single
user and an unit test (Fig. 1b) for the User class. The User class has functions
for registering with user information and logging in. The unit test checks the
registration function for user information up to line 4 and the login function
at lines 5-6. The User class has a fault in the password setter (line 6 in Fig.
1a), where it assigns the password to the this.name property instead of the
this.pwd property. As a result, the assertion statement at line 4 fails in Fig. 1b.

The fault is in the password setter of the User class, while the login func-
tion checked at lines 5-6 is unrelated to the fault. However, since soft assertion
continue to execute the test even after an assertion failure, lines 5-6 are also



1  public class User {
2    public void setName(String name) {
3      this.name = name;
4    }
5    public void setPwd(String pwd) {
6      this.name = pwd;
7    }
8    public void login() {
9      if(isLoggedin()) {

...

(a) User class

@Test
1  public void testUser() {
2    User u = new User("mihara", "qwerty123");
3    Soft.assert(u.getName()).isEqualTo("mihara");
4    Soft.assert(u.getPwd()).isEqualTo("qwerty123");

5    u.login();
6    Soft.assert(u.isLoggedin()).isTrue();     

...
7  }

(b) Unit test with soft assertion

Fig. 1: Code example where SBFL accuracy decreases due to soft assertion

executed. Therefore, login method in Fig. 1a is also included in the execution
path of the test. Thus, using soft assertion results in more statements unrelated
to faults being executed in failed tests, leading to the pollution of the execution
path of failed tests.

When path pollution occurs, the suspicion values of statements unrelated to
the fault may increase, and the rank of the suspicion value of faulty statement
may decrease. Thus, using soft assertion causes path pollution and decreases the
accuracy of SBFL.

4 Research Questions

In this study, we investigate the effects of soft assertion on the accuracy of
SBFL. As a preliminary investigation, we study on the actual usage of soft
assertion. If soft assertion is frequently used in test code of real projects, SBFL
accuracy decreases in many projects. Therefore, understanding actual usage of
soft assertion is important to consider its effects on SBFL.

We set RQ1 and RQ2 for preliminary investigation and set RQ3 for the main
topic of this research, the effects of soft assertion on SBFL.
RQ1: What libraries support soft assertion?

As one aspect of the actual usage of soft assertion, we investigate what li-
braries or frameworks support soft assertion. We investigate several libraries and
frameworks for their support of soft assertion in various languages.
RQ2: How much is soft assertion used?

Continuing from RQ1, we investigate how much soft assertion is used in
real projects. In this investigation, we measure the usage rate of libraries and
frameworks that support soft assertion, as discovered in RQ1.
RQ3: Does soft assertion decrease the accuracy?

We investigate whether the accuracy of SBFL actually decreases when soft
assertion is used instead of hard assertion in test cases.



5 Methodologies and Results

RQ1: What libraries support soft assertion?

Methodology: We investigate several assertion libraries and testing frame-
works to understand how soft assertion is supported. We manually inspect the
documentation of each library and framework to determine whether soft asser-
tion is supported. Although the primary language of investigation is Java, we
also investigate Kotlin, JavaScript, Python, and C#.

Result: Table 1 shows the result of the investigation. Soft assertion is imple-
mented in two classes in JUnit, the most widely used Java testing framework.
Soft assertion is also implemented in other Java test frameworks, such as TestNG
and Spock, and assertion libraries such as AssertJ. In addition, many frameworks
and libraries implement soft assertion in each of the other languages we investi-
gated. This result suggests that there is a demand for soft assertion in various
languages.

RQ2: How much is soft assertion used?

Methodology: To investigate RQ2, we measured the usage rate of soft assertion
on GitHub projects. This investigation targets the top 1,000 Java projects in
terms of stars. In RQ2, we first search for soft assertion-related keywords in the
source code of each project and count the number of projects in which the search
hits. The search keywords are the class and method names that are discovered
to implement soft assertion in RQ1, specifically “ErrorCollector”, “assertAll”,
“SoftAssert”, and “verifyAll”. Next, the usage rate of soft assertion is calculated
using the formula 1. In the formula, hit is the number of projects where the
keyword is found and total is the total number of projects (1,000).

Table 1: Libraries and frameworks that implement soft assertion
Language Library name Type Class/method name
Java JUnit Framework ErrorCollector, Assertions

TestNG Framework SoftAssert
Spock Framework Specification
AssertJ Library SoftAssertions, JUnitSoftAssertions

Kotlin Kotest Framework assertSoftly
Strikt Library expect
assertk Library assertAll

JavaScript Jasmine Framework expect
soft-assert Library jsonAssertion

Python softest Framework soft_assert
assertpy Library soft_assertions

C# Fluent Assertions Framework AssertionScope
NUnit Framework Assert.Multiple



Usage rate =
hit

total
× 100% (1)

Result: Table 2 shows the usage rate of soft assertion. The column labelled “Hit
count” indicates the number of projects in which soft assertion-related keywords
are found. When the usage rate is measured for the libraries as a whole, it is
found that 13.2% 1 of projects use soft assertion. This means that more than
one in ten projects use soft assertion.

RQ3: Does soft assertion decrease the accuracy?

Methodology: To investigate the effects of soft assertion on the accuracy of
SBFL, we conducted an accuracy comparison experiment with soft and hard
assertion. The experiment targets 66 faults in the Defects4J [6] dataset, which
contains real bugs. The specific experimental procedures are as follows:

Step1: Apply SBFL and calculate the accuracy.
Step2: Rewrite all assertions in failed test cases to soft assertions.
Step3: Apply SBFL again and calculate the accuracy.

We use rank as the evaluation metric for the accuracy of SBFL. The rank is
the rank of the faulty statement when the statements are ranked in descending
order of the suspicion values calculated by SBFL. The lower the value of rank,
the higher the accuracy of SBFL.

Result: The distribution of rank scores using hard and soft assertion is shown
in Fig. 2. According to the figure, it is observed that there is no significant
difference in the distribution between the two assertions. In this analysis, the
effects of soft assertion on the accuracy of SBFL is not observed.

For a more detailed analysis, we investigate the proportion of faults as accu-
racy changes. The result is Fig. 3. The figure shows that about 35% (23 cases)
of the faults show a decrease in accuracy, while about 64% (42 cases) show no
change in accuracy. In conclusion, although the decrease in accuracy for each
fault is small, a significant number of faults showed a decrease in accuracy.
1 The total sum of the individual usage rates is 19.4%. However, since some projects
use multiple libraries, the percentage of unique projects using soft assertion is 13.2%.

Table 2: Usage rate of soft assertion
Keywords Library Hit count Usage rate(%)
ErrorCollector JUnit 27 2.7
AssertAll JUnit 96 9.6
SoftAssert AssertJ, TestNG 21 2.1
verifyAll Spock 50 5.0
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Next, we consider the reason for the changes or lack of changes in the ac-
curacy. In the fault where the accuracy decreases the most, rank decreases by
354. The reason for the decreased accuracy in this fault is that the execution
path of the failed test case is strongly polluted. In the failed test case of this
fault, there are multiple invocations of statements unrelated to the fault after
the failed assert. When all the assert statements are replaced with soft assertion,
all these statements are executed, and the execution path of the test is polluted.
As a result, the rank of the suspicion value of unrelated statements increases,
and the rank of the fault statement relatively decreases.

We also consider the reason why the accuracy does not change. In the tests
of faults where the accuracy did not change, the failed assert is at the end or
near the end of the test case, and there are few subsequent invocations of new
statements. Therefore, even when the assert statements are replaced by soft
assertion, the execution path of the test case remains almost the same, and the
accuracy of SBFL remains unchanged.

We expected that the use of soft assertion would lead to either a decrease or
no change in the accuracy of SBFL. However, an improvement in accuracy oc-
curred in one fault. The cause of the improved accuracy for this fault is currently
unknown, and investigation of this cause is one of the future tasks.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We study on the effects of soft assertion on the accuracy of Spectrum-based
Fault Localization. As a preliminary investigation, we study on the actual usage
of soft assertion. The investigation results revealed the existence of libraries that
support soft assertion in several languages. It also showed that 137 of the 1,000
Java projects use soft assertion. Next, we compare the accuracy of SBFL between
using hard assertion and soft assertion in test cases. As a result, we confirmed a
decrease in accuracy due to soft assertion in 35% of faults.

In future work, we will experiment with a larger number of faults. In this
study, only 66 faults of the Defects4J were targeted. Experiments with a larger
number of faults are needed.
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